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Learn How To Avoid
Self-Publishing Mistakes

January 2016

C

ome to our Thursday, Jan. 7, Ridge Writers meeting to hear
author Chautona Havig on the topic of “Mistakes People
Make in Self-Publishing (and How To Avoid Them).” As
usual, the meeting starts at 6:30 p.m. at Ridgecrest Presbyterian Church, 633 W. Las Flores Ave.
Havig says she writes to provide her readers an escape — “Not
just any escape. . . the write escape.”
Like many authors, she spent most of her free time as a child
reading. “One day I realized that I had stories in my heart and
mind that I wanted to tell. Time passed; life, family, and work got in
the way; and my dream of being a writer seemed to vanish into the
desert winds.”
Her dreams didn’t completely disappear, though. She began
writing, editing, then writing more. Now she has more than 200
books in progress. More than 50 have been published.
“I write the stories of fictional people who have real problems,
weaknesses, and triumphs,” Havig says. “Through their stories, I try
to share the hope that is within me.”
See p. 4

Chautona Havig, our January speaker.
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Mark Your
Calendar . . .
February Speaker
Feb. 4, 6:30 p.m.

Ridgecrest Presbyterian Church
Our hardworking program manager
is working to set up a great schedule
for 2016. In the meantime, please
mark your calendar for the first
Thursday of each month so you won’t
miss the helpful, entertaining speakers
coming up!

March Speaker

March 3, 6:30 p.m.

Ridgecrest Presbyterian Church

Ridge Writers enjoy our holiday feast at the Heritage Village Clubhouse on
Photo by Liz
Dec. 5. For more about the festive event, see p. 8.

President’s Column

by Daniel Stallings

My Extended Family

E

very holiday season, I spend some time with the people closest to my heart.
My family, my friends, and of course, my extended family — Ridge Writers.

Every year we gather together at the Heritage Clubhouse for our holiday
party. We share a dinner to which everyone contributes and share stories that
touch our hearts, inspire our dreams, and give us that warm, fuzzy-sweater feeling we crave this
season. This is a time for us to bond as writers, which is what makes this club more than just
my favorite organization. All of you are a part of my family. This is one of my most cherished
holiday traditions.
Ridge Writers came to me at a crucial part of my life. I was 16, and I had already decided I
wanted to be a mystery writer. However, I was being inundated with the three words that hurt
a creative heart most: shouldn’t, wouldn’t, and couldn’t. I shouldn’t be a writer (How are you
going to support yourself?). I wouldn’t be successful as a writer
(There’s a lot of competition. You wouldn’t survive.). I couldn’t be
a writer (Do you really think you’re good enough?). It was demoral
izing.
Then I saw in the paper that Ridge Writers were hosting a mystery writer
talking about how to write a mystery. I jumped at the chance and went to my
first meeting over nine years ago.

Young Daniel shares his writer’s
notebook with Ridge Writers, 2009
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Ridge Writers Leaders
President — Daniel Stallings
Vice President — Julianne Black
Secretary — Donna McCrohan
Rosenthal
Treasurer — C. R. Rowenson
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Historian — Maryann Butterfield
Membership — C. R. Rowenson
Newsletter — Liz Babcock
lizbab@fastmail.com
Programs & Publicity — Donna
McCrohan Rosenthal
State Rep — Donna McCrohan
Rosenthal
Youth Coordinator — Daniel
Stallings
Webmaster — Julianne Black
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To reach any of these leaders (except Liz), use ridgewriters@yahoo.com
Visit our Facebook page at www.
facebook.com/RidgeWriters and our
website at CWC-ridgewriters.org

And I’m still here. At Ridge Writers, I found equals and mentors. They gave
me support, encouragement, and chances to be creative. They never told me I
“couldn’t this” or I “shouldn’t that.” They allowed me to develop as a writer, and
so many of the successes I have had in writing are due to the continued love and
support of this club, this family.
The writing world is tough, but writers are plucky people who like to encourage other writers. We like to help each other, swap stories, and inspire great
ideas. We become families for those who have too often been told “no” and
“never.” Ridge Writers is so important to me as it has a tremendous impact on
the storytellers of tomorrow.
This has been a wonderful year for Ridge Writers. We have so many new
faces, and our community outreach is stronger than ever. New ideas are communicated all the time, and I am thrilled at what the future holds. Our extended family is growing.
So if you have an idea to share, knowledge to give, or just want to find a
family of writers who’ll take you in, I would always choose Ridge Writers. We’re
here to help you navigate and flourish in the world of writing. Have a happy
holiday season and a wonderful new year!
The Writers of the Purple Sage is the monthly newsletter of the Ridge Writers, the East Sierra
Branch of the California Writers Club. Except where otherwise stated, all articles in this publication
may be printed without special permission in newsletters of branches of the California Writers Club
and in the State Bulletin, subject to the following conditions:
a. The author’s name and original publication credit must be printed with the text.
b. The text must be printed in its entirety, without additions or changes.
c. You must send a copy of the newsletter bearing the reprint to the author. 			
Contact the editor by mail at P.O. Box 484, Ridgecrest CA 93556, or by e-mail at lizbab@fastmail.fm.
SPECIAL NOTICE: Photographs for publicity and newsletter uses are taken at all Ridge Writers
events. By entering the venue, members and guests are granting permission that their likenesses may be used
for publicity purposes.

From left are Liz Babcock (our
newsletter editor), Maturango
Museum President Sherry
Brubaker, and Executive Director Debbie Benson at Liz’s retirement party at the museum on
Dec. 13. The occasion honored
Liz’s 13 years with the museum
as history curator and publications manager and announced
that the museum board had officially named her History Curator Emeritus. Andrea Pelch (the
museum’s coordinator for art
exhibits and events) told a joke
in Liz’s honor: “The past, the
present, and the future walked
into a bar. It was tense.”
Photo by Donna
McCrohan Rosenthal

Our Jack London
Award Winners

W

e’re proud of the Ridge
Writers who have
won the Jack London
Award, the highest recognition
each branch of CWC can give the
year’s most outstanding member.
Here are their names and the years
they won:
Maryann Butterfield 1997
Casey Wilson		
1998
Rlee Peters		
1999
Judy Dutcher		
2000
Curt Danhauser
2001
Judy Martin		
2002
Donna McCrohan
Rosenthal
2003
Holly Dworken
Cooley		2004
Liz Babcock 		
2005
Allison Aubin		
2007
Steve Wersan		
2009*
Margaret Luebs
2013
Daniel Stallings
2015

With a special Charmian
London Award to Fran Wersan
*
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Announcements

The 2016 Next-Generation Indie Book Awards offer
recognition and prizes to indie book authors and publishers who have released their
books with 2014, 2015, or 2016 copyright
dates.
More than 70 categories and more than
70 monetary prizes (totaling more than
$10,000) are available.
The deadline for the 2016 awards
program is Feb. 12, 2016. See all the
details at www.indiebookawards.com.

EEE
Patrick McQueen, in collaboration with South Bay Writers
has issued a challenge that sounds like a
whole lot of fun — the “Dollar Bill
Challenge.”
“Imagine collaborating with fellow
authors to tell the story of a one-dollar bill,”
he said. “The only stipulation is to somehow include this dollar bill in your story.
“With enough submissions, I would
love to edit selected short stories for an
anthology that reads as a linear narrative
about this dollar bill and them any lives it
has touched.”
Want to enter? The deadline is
March 31, 2016, and prompts are
available at southbaywriters.com/ wordpress/
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writing-prompts/.
“Our long-term goal is to collect submissions to formulate an anthology. The
fulfillment of this long-term goal depends
entirely on how popular our prompts
become among California Writers Club
members.
“We want anthology submissions to fit
the prompts in order to publish an anthology as a single narrative compiled from
multiple sources,” McQueen said.
Send queries or submissions to
prompts@southbaywriters.com.
Submissions should be formatted and
edited as if they were being sent to an agent.
Write in your preferred genre, with MS
Word the preferred format. Times New
Roman 12-point font preferred. The word
count should be 1,000 to 2,500.

EEE
How about New Year’s resolutions to
visit the Ridgecrest Branch
Library more and particularly to let
Kern County First District Supervisor Mick
Gleason know how much we appreciate and
need our library and its current county staff
(as opposed to a contractor)?
I fear that the most appropriate saying apropos of our library today is “Use It
or Lose It.” The library also has information about how to join the Friends of the
Ridgecrest Branch Library.

A New Approach to NaNoWriMo

by C. R. Rowenson

q

New Year is upon us — time to discuss the
results of the highly controversial National Novel Writing
Month of 2015.

goal. A glance made it clear I needed to polish more than
anything.
Full disclosure: I didn’t actually achieve my goal this
year. It turns out editing takes longer than I anticipated.
I talked with my Alpha Readers, took notes, fixed plot
holes, developed characters, and replotted my story arcs. I
added scenes, hacked them apart, and stitched them back
together.

Never heard of it you say? Let me explain. National
Novel Writing Month (NaNoWriMo) is a noncompetitive
writing contest — contradictory I know — that challenges
every participant to write 50,000 words in the 30 days of
November. This devilish trial is made possible by a nonprofit group with a website brimming with support material, pep-talks, chat forums, and, if you are very lucky, a
local group to add into your support structure.

Come Dec. 1 I had written over 34,000 words in notes,
written over 19,000 words in new and modified scenes,
and deleted another 35,000. Word count achieved, dreams
shattered.

If you become a NaNoWriMo winner, there are all sorts
of prizes provided by many of NaNoWriMo’s sponsors.
Last year was my first time both as a NaNoWriMo
participant and as a winner, so, being the fool that I am, I
returned for another session of insanity.

Failure aside, I consider this November was still a
resounding success. A success that could not have happened without the framework, support, and excuses that
NaNoWriMo provided.

I learned a great deal about the craft and my process,
but I discovered something far more titillating to discuss.
All is not well in the land of NaNoWriMo. There is a
darker side of the culture, a schism in the populace, a pit of
decent in a land of otherwise florid prose. A tremendous,
tumultuous tempest of . . .

So next year, even if you hate NaNoWriMo, give it a
shot. Pick something you have been dying to do, literally
anything at all, and pour all of your being into it for that
one month. Once it’s over, you can do as you will. Whether the momentum continues to build or stops cold, you
have done something exceptional either way.

Sorry, got carried away.

I hope to see you all next year in the NaNoWriMo
trenches. I’ll even lend you my knife. Until then, read
incessantly and write eternally.

Evocative imagery aside, not everyone likes NaNoWriMo. Some believe NaNoWriMo promotes sloppy habits
and poor writing, placing the emphasis on word count
rather than quality. They insist that it’s just a silly gimmick,
used to provide a brief burst of inspiration to the otherwise
weak-willed masses.

Jan. Speaker:

I could stick to the standard arguments: that word
count is what’s important — 50,000 bad words are better
than zero good ones and on and on and on.

From p. 1

Self-Publishing Advice

She encourages her fans to visit her Facebook page
at “Just the Write Escape” and blog @Chautona, where
she offers weekly Amazon gift card giveaways in addition to free episodes of her serial novels.
She also shares opinions about writing, characters,
inspiration, and books she’s read.
“When I’m not writing,” says Havig, who lives in the
I know it’s crazy, using this month dedicated to word
Indian Wells Valley with her husband and six of their
count for something else entirely. To me NaNoWriMo
nine children, “I enjoy paper crafting, sewing, and tryis about more than just typing out a swarm of words to
ing to finish home educating the rest of my children so
invade the brains of unfortunate, unsuspecting readers.
that I can retire.”
Whatever else it may be, NaNoWriMo should be dedicated
Please come — and by all means, bring your friends.
to the craft, not some slavish adherence to an arbitrary
There is tremendous validity to both sides of the argument, but I would like to draw attention to a different
aspect of the challenge. Yes, the goal is to write 50,000
words in a month, but it doesn’t have to be. After only one
victory to my name, I decided to buck the curve, eschew
tradition, and try something new. This year I gave myself a
month to complete the next draft of my novel.
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Happy Anniversary, Critique Group!
by Daniel Stallings
Group, and I was so proud
our collective writing skill.
short story
they

Last November marked our one-year anniversary of the Ridge Writers Critique
to see these familiar faces coming back month after month to help each other improve
We read a wonderful chapter from Rick’s novel and got into the holiday spirit with a
from one of our newest members. I learn so much from these writers, and I hope
are enjoying these meetings as much as I do.
Our workshop was one of my favorites to date: creating unique, diverse dialogue to make your characters distinct. We discussed tips like understanding
your character’s generation, social status, and region; using slang and regional
words; and employing punctuation and spelling tricks to define a character’s
speech pattern or relay emotion without the dreaded dialogue tags.
Our workshop had us utilizing these tips to add character to a neutral
selection of dialogue without any narrative tags.
Our next Critique Group meeting is Friday, Jan. 8, 2016, at
6:30 p.m. at Beanster’s Lounge. We’ll be critiquing another
story and doing
a workshop and discussion about the different styles
of point of view. We all know what first person and third
person are. But have you ever heard of “Deep Third?”
Find out at our next Critique Group!
At left is Daniel Stallings
dressed as Marley’s ghost and
ready to read the
Marley’s ghost
passage from A
Christmas Carol
for the Dec. 8
Dickens Tea at
My Enchanted
Cottage & Tea
Rooms. We also
enjoyed holiday
tea and bread
pudding, we
filled and decorated cornucopias Daniel had
made, and each
person there received two free
books.
Photo by Donna McCrohan Rosenthal

Similies You Wish Had
Never Been Written

 He was deeply in love.

When she spoke, he thought
he heard bells, as if she were
a garbage truck backing up.

 She was as easy as the TV
Guide crossword.

 She walked into my of-

fice like a centipede with 98
missing legs.

 Her voice had that tense,

grating quality, like a fax
machine that needed a band
tightened.

 “Oh, Jason, take me!” she
panted, her breasts heaving
like a college freshman on
$1-a-beer night.

From anonymous
Internet sources
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The Visitors’ Tale

by Linda Saholt

his is a love story. Recently a retired
couple came into the Maturango
Museum’s store.

The man, William Craig, noticed
Native American-style cedar flutes for sale in
a display case and asked to see one of them.
Meanwhile, his wife, Mary, smiled knowingly
as she continued to browse around the store.
The museum provides disposable
plastic mouthpieces so people interested in
the flutes can try one out without leaving
germs on the wooden mouthpiece. While
many have safely tried out the flutes, few already know how to play them, so most could
coax out only an awkward note or two.
But William knew how to play.
Everyone in the store stopped what
they were doing to listen to the lovely mellow
sounds that filled the room.
William and Mary hail from Weldon
and have been married for 37 years. Turns
out William suffered a stroke a few years
back, and had to navigate the disorientation
and frustrating blank-outs that are frequent
aftereffects of a stroke.
When Mary showed him his collection of
some 30 of these cedar flutes, he broke into
tears. His brain could not connect with any
knowledge of these instruments. He knew
they had been important to him, but could
not remember anything about them.

Maturango Museum visitor William Craig plays the cedar flute for
Photo by Linda Saholt
Museum Store Manager Maureen Goff.

But healing can return. Determined to regain his former
skill, William set himself to learning how to play, all over again.
Mary saw each flute as helping to bring her beloved husband back
to himself. Today, his memories have reconnected and he plays
happily, complete with trills.
The impromptu mini-concert cheered everyone in the
store, but none more than Mary. “Get the flute,” she said. He
protested that he already had many others. “Get the flute,” she
persisted, her eyes full of love. After trying out the full-sized flutes
the shop had in stock, he finally chose one.
William was too busy making music to let the staffers put
the flute in a bag.
“I hope that’s what you wanted for Christmas,” said Mary.
“Always,” he grinned, and kept on playing.
6

Afterwards, he talked with me a bit, and
recommended cedar flutes as being easy to learn to
play. They have a limited range of more or less one
octave. “Each flute is an individual. They’re normally
not tuned to a chromatic scale, it’s more of a natural
scale,” said William.
Originally developed by ancient Native
Americans as a courting instrument, the flute’s rich,
soothing tones create an intimate atmosphere —
they’re not loud, so you have to be fairly close by to
enjoy the sounds.
Each man would craft his own flute, then
compose his own song, and play it for the woman
he loved. She would listen for their special song, as a
see p. 7

Visitors’ Tale
From p. 6

signal to meet him privately.
William started out playing
the recorder, a woodwind instrument
that dates back to medieval times.
Later, after hearing a master play a
cedar flute, he was inspired to learn
that instrument as well. “My wonderful wife has supported me in all
this,” he said.
Recently the Craigs visited
Death Valley and walked up one of
the little canyons that branch off Artist’s Drive.
“I started playing my flute,
and got an echo going,” said William.
“So I was playing along with the echo
and got some syncopation going. It
was really fun. I was just relaxing, so
I closed my eyes and played.
“When I stopped, there was
all this applause — I didn’t even
know anyone was listening.”
The love that William and
Mary have for each other, expressed
through the music of this simple, ancient instrument, spearheaded their
own healing triumph.

Vision Quest

by Sarah Wersan

When I turned 17, I became tired of everything – my parents, my
teachers, my classes, my extracurricular activities, my quest to be an
Eagle Scout. Both the present and the future felt uneasy. Everyone
called it “senioritis,” and maybe it was, but I thought I needed to get
away urgently to clear my head.
When the next three-day weekend came along and I knew my parents would be out of town, I packed
up my sleeping bag, a pup tent, a
torch light, water, and some energy
bars and headed out to the Navy lands.
I snuck in at night and made camp.
In our town, everyone loved the
petroglyphs on T-shirts, on pottery,
as yard ornaments, and on the walls of
businesses, but no one knew much about
them or the people who had made them. Yet,
somehow, in the harshest of conditions, these images survived, dancing on the rocks. I wanted to be with those petroglyphs and see if they spoke to me in some way. It was a naïve and
stupid thing to do — sneaking onto Navy lands, knowing that people
died out there of heat or cold or simply disappeared.
That first night in the desert, I didn’t sleep. I
brooded and stared at the “ceiling” of the tent.

Although William has no
Native American blood, the flute’s
gentle sound speaks to the Craigs’
hearts in today’s high-tech world and
has become a symbol of their ongoing love.

In the morning, I took out and followed a tattered, smuggled map the
tour guides used for taking visitors
to the petroglyphs. I made camp. For
long hours, between gulps of water and
chunks of power bars, I stared at the petroglyphs on a small crevasse. Hunters tended
livestock with baby animals visible in their
wombs or rained arrows at prey. Shaman
figures appeared to dance. I didn’t sleep well
the next night, and the next day I continued
drinking, chewing, and staring. I don’t care if
people say it was sleep deprivation, exposure
or hallucination, but I finally broke through.

Sometimes it’s about exactly
the right gift. Sometimes it’s about
a gift that inspires. And always, it’s
about the love that flows between
two people that supports, encourages, and nourishes healing.
Linda read this tale at our December party, then graciously allowed it to
be published in the Purple Sage. Her
story of love and recovery also recently
appeared in Ridgecrest’s Daily Independent.
— ed.

Thanks, Sarah, for sharing this adventure at our holiday party. Illustrations
are by Liz.
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Maryann Butterfield, assisted by her
husband, Richard, unwraps a pair
of bookends (Creative Anachronists,
perhaps) presented to Maryann by
the Ridge Writers board In appreciation for her longtime excellent service
to our branch. Maryann is a charter
member and was the first to receive
a Jack London Award. She also appeared on our holiday party program
to share her reflections on “Six Degrees of Separation.” The evening’s
creative readings by Linda Saholt
and Sarah Wersan are on pp. 6-7 of
this issue. Also sharing their writing were Theresa Goldstrand on a
fishing misadventure in Alaska, Rick
Tobias with his fantasy on a sorcerer
named “Cupcake,” Julie Bradford
with “No Comment” (a story about
her brother, a CIA employee, when
he was stationed in Germany), Steve
Wersan with several poems (most
of them celebrating his relationship
with our late beloved Fran Wersan), Charlotte Goodson on the sometimes difficult
path she takes to write a piece, and Gean Schneider with highly amusing stories
on how to drive a stick-shift car. Your editor shared an excerpt from her new book,
The Historic USO (which, by the way, is now back in stock at the (you guessed it)
Historic USO after having sold out during the Christmas shopping season.

Photo by Liz
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